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MAY 24, 1844

first social media

communication

In a sense, social media began on May 24, 1844, 

with a series of electronic dots and dashes 

tapped out by hand on a telegraph machine.

The first electronic message from Baltimore to

Washington, D.C., proved Samuel Morse understood the

historic ramifications of his scientific achievement:

“What hath God wrought?” he wrote.
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FEBRUARY 4, 2004
Facebook

Harvard sophomore named Mark Zuckerberg

launches The Facebook, a social media website

he had built in order to connect Harvard

students with one another. By the next day, over

a thousand people had registered, and that was

only the beginning.
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PLATFORMS
educational 

With specific education “social media” platforms such as Google Classroom, Class Dojo,

Blackboard and Canvas, teachers and parents can connect and educate students

remotely. Social media provides a platform to connect students and provides a platform

to connect students and teachers.

social media influence
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ELEMENTS

educational plaform
social media

The Stream Tab is where teachers can share an

announcement or send their students reminders.

They can also attach materials to enrich the

lesson. Once students are added to the class,

teachers can conduct their class online or use

Google Classroom's mobile app

 for in-class learning.
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INAPPROPRIATE
CONTENT ONLINE

bad posts

Developmentally, kids brains think what they post is silly, funny or interesting, even

when it’s not. I compare it to an adult having a few glasses of wine and then posting

something on social media. What you write under the influence is very different than

your sober posts.
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GSUITE  CONSOLE
Users at domain can find and edit sites to allow all users in
the domain to find and edit newly created sites. Private to

restrict the default visibility of new sites to the site creator.
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ZSCALER&
BARK!!!

Bark's comprehensive service lets you monitor content,
manage screen time, and filter websites so you can get

peace of mind while your child is online..
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Zscaler is a cloud-based web filtering and security solution
that offers K-12 schools a way to protect students and staff

from internet-based threats. The solution uses advanced
technology to provide real-time, multi-layered protection

against various web-based threats, such as malware,
phishing, and ransomware attacks.line..
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for your time
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